
 

 

 

SECTION A Introductory Business Economics 2016 

 

CRIBS  

 

1 (a) Consider the market for wine. Draw a diagram representing conventionally 

shaped demand and supply curves. Represent and explain changes in the market equilibrium 

following: an increase in consumer income; the adoption of more efficient bottling equipment 

among producers; a fall in the price of beer; a poor harvest due to bad weather.  [5] 

 

The question requires a good understanding of the basic market model. First of all, the 

concepts of demand and supply need to be represented as negative and positive, respectively, 

monotonic relationships between prices and quantities. The intersection of these conventional 

demand (D) and supply (S) curves will identify the initial (unique) market equilibrium. From 

this point, movements of either the demand or the supply curve following changes in 

consumer income (an increase shifts the D curve to the right), better technology (the new 

bottling equipment shifts the S curve to the right), the price of a substitute good (an increase 

shifts the D curve to the left), and the poor harvest (which shifts the S curve to the left), will 

move the market equilibrium in a clockwise fashion.  

 

(b) With reference to the problem of resource allocation: 

 

(i) Why is perfect competition generally considered to be the most efficient market 

structure?      [5] 

 

Perfect competition favours efficiency because it induces an optimal allocation of resources 

in production and in exchange. From an allocative viewpoint, it is the market structure that 

generates the greatest consumers’ surplus (defined as the total value that consumers attach to 

all of the units of the good that they consume, minus what they pay to enjoy this 

consumption). The best students will be able to briefly compare perfect competition with a 

monopoly model and identify the deadweight loss generated by market power as a measure of 

the social cost of the units of a good not traded under monopoly.  

 

(ii) If perfect competition is the most efficient market structure, why is it so rare in real 

markets?    [5] 

 

A perfectly competitive market is an ideal model based on a number of strict conditions 

(many suppliers each with an insignificant share of market; each supplier is unable to affect 

the market price; identical output; perfect information; even access to productive resources; 

no entry and exit barriers in the long run etc…). The co-occurrence of these conditions in real 



 

 

markets is very rare. This does not mean to say that pure competition is empirically 

irrelevant: it provides  

a theoretical benchmark against which we compare and contrast imperfectly competitive 

markets and it is extremely useful, for example, to identify and measure the extent of market 

failure or the gains from free trade.  

 

(c) Define the components of national income. Identify and explain instances when specific 

injections and withdrawals might not be in equilibrium.  [10] 

 

A good answer will include a definition of aggregate consumption, investment, government 

expenditure and net trade as the building blocks of the national income identity. The students 

will then need to identify withdrawals (savings, taxes and imports) and injections 

(investment, government expenditure and export) in the circular flow of the macroeconomy. 

At equilibrium  

injections should be equal to related withdrawals. When this does not occur we will observe 

budget surpluses or deficits, a positive or negative balance of payment, mismatches between 

savings and investments. These have important implications for fiscal, monetary, trade and 

industrial policy. The best students should be able to comment on this. 

 

Examiner’s comments: The simple diagrammatic analysis of the wine market posed no particular problem. The 

best answers provided a parsimonious sketch of all the relevant movements of demand and supply curves, 

correctly explained. Part b was more challenging: first of all, it required good understanding of the implications 

of a perfectly competitive market structure beyond a simple definition; secondly, it required a critical 

appreciation of the theoretical vs. empirical validity of the model. The final part of the question (c) focused on 

the macroeconomic definition of national income and asked the candidates to reason about possible inequalities 

between related components. The question was very effective in stretching the students’ performances. 

 

2 (a) Define a firm’s fixed and variable costs. By means of a diagram or diagrams 

represent and explain the relevant (conventionally shaped) total, average and marginal costs 

curves in the short run.   [5] 

 

A good answer will define fixed costs as costs related to the factors of production that do not 

change directly with the level of output in the short term (e.g. typically capital equipment, 

rent and business rates, depreciation of capital assets, insurance charges; marketing and 

advertising costs…). Instead, variable costs are costs that vary directly with output such as 

labour costs or the cost of inputs such materials and components. Excellent answers will 

specify that what is fixed and what is variable may depend on the particular industry of 

reference. The definition and correct representation of the marginal costs curve is extremely 

important. An excellent answer will refer to the principle of marginal diminishing returns to 



 

 

the variable factor of production. The best students could also discuss the fact that the 

marginal cost curve will intersect the average cost curve at its minimum.    

 

(b) Consider an oligopolistic market structure:  

 

(i) Compare and contrast the Cournot and Bertrand models of oligopoly;  [5] 

 

A good answer will include the main assumptions behind the models (the number of firms 

producing homogenous or slightly differentiated goods, perfect information, entry barriers, 

the strategic and simultaneous nature of decisions). The difference in the output- vs. price-

setting decision of Cournot vs. Betrand respectively is of particular importance. The students 

are expected to discuss how the Cournot equilibrium will lie between competitive and 

monopoly prices, while the outcome of Bertrand competition will be equivalent to a perfectly 

competitive outcome.  

 

(ii) Does competition among oligopolists maximise total industry profit? Explain your 

answer     [5] 

 

Typically oligopolistic firms maximise their own profits in the absence of co-operation or 

collusion. If they instead co-ordinate their strategic decisions, they can deliberately aim to 

optimise total industry profits as if they were one single monopolist, and then split the total 

profit according to a quota system.  

  

(c) Illustrate the fundamental principles of Keynesian consumption theory.  [10]  

 

The students should start from components of aggregate demand in a closed economy (no 

trade) and therefore consider consumption (C), investment (I) and government demand (G). 

They should define disposable income as total income minus total taxes: Y – T and specify a 

simple consumption function in the form C = C (Y – T). They should then define the 

Marginal propensity to consume (MPC) as the change in C due to changes in disposable 

income. The main conjectures of the theory are: 1) Income is the main determinant of 

consumption; 2) 0 < MPC < 1 and 3) the average propensity to consume (APC) will fall as 

income rises. They best students will provide accurate diagrammatic representations of the 

curves. The basic model predicts that the distribution of income will affect total consumption; 

that economies may suffer from ‘underconsumption’ as they grow; and that governments can 

remedy potential underconsumption by expanding demand through fiscal policy. The best 

students will comment that the Keynesian theory of consumption was found able to explain 

cross-sectional differences between households, but unable to explain longitudinal variations 

(the so-called ‘consumption puzzle’). 

  



 

 

Examiner’s comments: The main features of the standard costs’ structure of a firm were broadly there. The best 

students were able to provide sharp and detailed answers, including comments on the theoretical rationale 

behind the shape and interaction of the marginal cost and average cost curve. Most candidates were able to 

cover the main characteristics of the two oligopoly models. The best students immediately grasped the 

comparative nature of the question and structured their answers accordingly. The problem of industry-wide 

profit maximization under oligopoly was generally well understood, but only the better students were able to 

refer to foundational microeconomic principles with the required accuracy. The quality of the candidates’ 

answers to the macro question (c) varied considerably – as expected – but overall both the key features of 

Keynesian consumption theory and their policy implications have been absorbed.    



IB Paper 8 – Section B – Civil Crib  Dr Brilakis 

3.  (a)   

(i) w = eSr/Gs = 1.20x1/2.70 = 0.444 = 44.4% 
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1
γ ((2.70+1x1.2)/(1+1.2))9.8 kNm-3 = 17.4 kNm-3 

(ii) v = 17.4 x 10 = 174 kNm-2 

u = 9.8 x (10-1) = 88.2 kNm-2 

v = 174 – 88.2 = 85.8 kNm-2 

(iii) h = v + 2cu = 174 + 2 x 50 = 274 kNm-2 

(iv) Kp = (1+sin)/(1-sin) = (1+sin25)/(1-sin25) = 2.46 

h = Kv  = 2.46 x 85.8 = 211.0 kNm-2 

h = h + u = 211.0 + 88.2 = 299 kNm-2 

 (b) 

 (i)  Stability ratio is defined as N = (v - t)/cu, where v is the total vertical 

stress, t is the support pressure and cu is the undrained shear strength of clay. 

 (ii)  Open face mode (t = 0) can be safely used when N is about 3.  

  v = 3 x 100 = 300 kNm-3. If  = 20 kNm-3, this is equivalent to 300/20 = 

15 m. 

 (iii) 

Compensation grouting is a technique to offset subsidence caused during 

underground excavation and bored tunnelling. The basic principle is that grouts 

are injected in the zone between the tunnel and overlying buildings to 

compensate for the ground loss and stress relief induced by underground 

excavation. A common configuration of the compensation grouting operation is 

a fan array of grouting holes radiating horizontally from a vertical shaft as 

shown below. Grout injection is usually undertaken contemporaneously with 

tunnelling in response to detailed monitoring, so that settlements and distortions 

are limited to specified amounts. 
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Grout injection is commonly achieved through the use of a sleeved tube known 

as a tube a` manchette (TAM). A TAM is a plastic or steel tube with pairs of 

holes drilled at intervals of 0.3–1.0 m along the length of the tube, each pair 

being covered by a tight rubber sleeve. These ports act as one-way valves. The 

TAMs allow re-injection of grout from the same port; appropriate amounts of 

grout are injected at the right place and time. 

 

(iv)  Excess pore pressure may generate when conduct grout injection in 

clayey soils. This excess pore pressure dissipates with time, accompanied with 

soil consolidation. Hence the compensation or heaving effect obtained during 

construction may reduce with time. 

Examiner’s comments: This question tested the knowledge of theory on soil stability conditions for 

tunnelling and general underground work. Most students attempted to answer it, and were able to answer 

most parts well. The first halves of sub-questions (a) and (b) were answered by most students. The second 

half of sub-question (a) required them to understand how a Mohr’s circle would apply in this case to 

calculate stresses. While most answered the question, around half were able to answer it correctly. The 

second half of sub-question (b), part (iii), was only partially answered by most students as they, in their 

rush, gave very simplistic responses that missed essential information expected in the answer. Only the 

best candidates included precise diagrammatic details and descriptions. Part (b)(iv) was answered 

relatively well. 
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4. 

(a) (i)  Kp = (1+sin)/(1-sin) = (1+sin30)/(1-sin30) = 3 

 Ka = (1-sin)/(1+sin) = (1-sin30)/(1+sin30) = 0.33 

On the soil side  

v = 17 x z (kNm-2) and v = 7 x z (kNm-2), where z is the depth from the original 

ground surface. 

h = 0.33x7 x z = 2.31z (kNm-2),h = 2.31z + 10z = 12.31z (kNm-2). 

On the excavation side 

From 0<z<10

v = 10 x z (kNm-2) and v = 0 (kNm-2)  

h = 0 (kNm-2) and h = 10z (kNm-2) 

From 10<z<15 

v = 100+17 x (z-10) = -70 + 17z (kNm-2) and v = -70 +17z – 10z = -70 +7z (kNm-2) 

h = K(-70 + 7z), h = K(-70 + 7z) + 10z 

 

(ii) The two sides of the water pressure balance each other and hence only the 

effective stress part is considered here. By taking a moment around the prop location, K 

can be evaluated. 

0.5 x 35 x 15 x 10 = 0.5 x K x 35 x 5 x (10 + 5 x 2/3) 

K = 2.25 

Kp/K = 3/2.25 = 1.33 

(iii) The “effective” force on the soil side = 0.5 x 35 x 15 = 262.5 kN/m 

The “effective” force on the excavation side = 0.5 x 2.25 x 35 x 5 = 196.9 kN/m 

12.31z 

Effective 

185 

10z 
Water 

Water 

10z K(-70 + 7z) + 10z 

Total Effective 150 

Total 

150 
35K+ 150 
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Prop force P = 262.5 – 196.9 = 65.6 kN/m. 

(b) (i) z is the depth from the original ground surface. 

The soil side – same as (a) 

The excavation side 

v = 17 (z-10) = 17z-170 (kNm-2), v = 7(z-10) = 7z -70 (kNm-2) 

h = K(7(z-10)) = K(7z -70), (kNm-2) h = K(7z -70) + 10(z-10). (kNm-2) 

 

 

Using the total stress, compute the moments around the prop for both side. 

The soil side = 0.5 x 185 x 15 x 10 = 13,875 (kN/m)m 

The excavation side (using K = Kp = 3) = 0.5 x (35x3+50)x5x(10+5x2/3) = 5,154 

kN/mm 

Because the active moment is greater than the resisting moment, the wall is not safe.  

 

(ii) More props are needed and/or the retaining wall needs to be keyed deeper into the 

rock. 

 

Examiner’s comments: This question tested the student’s understanding of the forces on both sides of a 

wall meant to protect an excavation and the methods behind calculating it. Two thirds of the students 

answered it well, and those able to answer sub-question (a) were usually able to answer sub-question (b). 

Those who did not answer well the first sub-question were almost always unable to continue. The 

mistakes were partly numerical and partly lack of being able to visualize the forces correctly and 

understand how to put the equations together. A few students run out of time. 

  

12.31z 

Effective 

185 

10z 

Water 

Water 

10z 

K(-70 + 7z) + 10(z-10) 

Total Effective 150 

Total 

50 35K+ 50 
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5.  

 

Resultant force on the wall is:  

R = 500 ×
1

2
× 18 × 103𝑁 = 4,500 𝐾𝑁/𝑚 

Taking moments about the base 

4,500 × 6 = 𝑃 × 10 => 𝑃 = 2,700 𝐾𝑁/𝑚 

∴ 𝑄 = 𝑅 − 𝑃 = 1,800 𝐾𝑁/𝑚 

∴ 𝐴𝑡 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ 𝑦 𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝 (𝑦 > 8 𝑚) 

𝑆ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 =
1

2
×

500

18
× 𝑦 × 𝑦 − 2,700 𝐾𝑁/𝑚 

∴ 𝑆𝐹 = 0 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 13.889𝑦2 = 2,700 => 𝑦 = 13.94 𝑚 ≅ 14 𝑚 

𝐵𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 =

500
18 𝑦2

2
×

𝑦

3
− 2,700 × (𝑦 − 8) 

 

 

 

R
6 m

P

Q 500 kPa

18 m

8 m

10 m

2,700
y

500y/18
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(a) 

 

(b) 

𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑆ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑡: 

𝑀 = 0.15 × 𝑓𝑐𝑢 × 𝑏𝑑2 => 3,497 × 106 = 0.15 × 40 × 1000 × 𝑑2 => 

𝑑 = 763.4 𝑚𝑚 ≅ 765 𝑚𝑚 

This is the effective depth.  

∴ 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝑏𝑒 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑜 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑒𝑡𝑐. 

𝑇𝑜 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑙 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

𝐺𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑥 = 0.5 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑆ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑡 

𝑀 = 0.87 × 𝑓𝑦 × 𝐴𝑠 × 𝑑 × (1 −
𝑥

2
) 

2370.4 × 106 = 0.87 × 460 × 𝐴𝑠 × 765 ×
3

4
=> 𝐴𝑠 = 10,323.4 𝑚𝑚2/𝑚

≅ 10,324 𝑚𝑚2/𝑚 

𝐵𝑢𝑡 𝑥 = 2.175
𝑓𝑦

𝑓𝑐𝑢
×

𝐴𝑠

𝑏𝑑
 (𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑆ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑡) 

𝑆𝑜 𝑥 = 0.34 => 𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝐴𝑠 = 9,328.4 𝑚𝑚2/𝑚 

(𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑑 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑓𝑢𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟, 𝑏𝑢𝑡 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝 ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒) 

∴ 𝐴𝑠 = 9,329 𝑚𝑚2/𝑚 

40 𝑚𝑚 𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑠 = 1256.6 𝑚𝑚2 , ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑑 7.4/𝑚 

1,811.1 889 (KN/m)

8 m

14 m

1,800

3,497

KNm/m

2,370.4

KNm/m

Shear Force Diagram
Bending moment diagram
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𝑆𝑎𝑦 40 𝑚𝑚 𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑠 𝑎𝑡 125 𝑚𝑚 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠 => 8 𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑠 

𝐴𝑡 𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

𝑀 = 3,497 × 106𝑁𝑚𝑚, 𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑒 𝑥 = 0.5 

∴ 𝐴𝑠 = 15,230 𝑚𝑚2/𝑚  

(𝑛𝑜 𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑑 𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑛 𝑡𝑜 𝑔𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒) 

𝐴𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟: 40 𝑚𝑚 𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑠 @80𝑚𝑚 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑟 50 𝑚𝑚 𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑠 @ 125 𝑚𝑚 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠 

(c) 

No real benefits of double reinforcing the wall. It would need to be applied over 

significant length. However, the trench could be narrower so that less material would 

need to be encountered; so there could be benefit depending on relative costs of 

excavation and steel. 

(d) 

The total effective area (curving bars) should be 9,329 mm2/m. 

Shear reinforcement or link bars are not designed here but would be needed. 

 

 

Examiner’s comments: This question is related to the design of a 

reinforced concrete wall. Half of the candidates were able to calculate the 

reaction forces, shear and bending moments, as well as to determine 

whether single reinforcement was enough for hogging and sagging 

moments correctly. Most of the candidates attempted to propose solutions 

for reinforcement at the prop level. About half of the candidates manage 

to answer the entire question. In general, the best candidates generated 

correct diagrams for the location of reinforcement bars given shear and 

bending moments. The appropriate number, dimensions, and spacing of 

bars was partly well answered. 
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Engineering Tripos Part 1B  

Paper 8, Selected Topics, Section C 

Crib 2015/6  (Michael Sutcliffe) 

6 (a) Suggested points to cover:  

- loading on various elements from wind shear, and turbulence 

- critical frequencies of vibration relative to load spectrum (1P and 3P) 

- life cycle fatigue analysis for critical locations on structure (including joints) 

- start-up 

- gearbox and blade noise 

- location relative to habitation 

- spectrum of noise and relative nuisance value 

- need to be away from habitation, with the distance dependent on the turbine size. 

 

See notes for details.  

 

(b) See figure for rainflow analysis below. 

 

Once the individual cycles of loading have been calculated, a spectrum of loading can be characterised 

by binning the cases into different mean stress and stress amplitude, or by fitting the data to 

mathematically distribution functions such as the exponential or Raleigh distributions. Goodman's rule 

can be used to include the effect of mean stress and Miner's rule used to sum up the different cycle 

contributions to failure. 

 
(c) 

Assume self-similar planform and cross section both of which scale with blade length L.  

Assume uniform pressure loading p with the aerofoil acting with the same drag and lift coefficients and 

same relative velocity for a change in L (which implies different rotational velocities).  

Parameter      Growth exponent n (Ln)   

(i) 
Second moment of area  I 4  [assume all dimensions of cross section ~ L] 

Self-weight root bending moment SWM mgrdr   4  [m = mass per unit length ~ L2] 

Self weight stress   0
max,

2
sw

sw
NN

M b

I
   1 

(ii) 

Aerodynamic loading intensity NF =pc 1  [c = chord length ~ L] 

Total aerodynamic load     NF dr  2 

Aerodynamic root bending moment  N NM F rdr   3 

Aerodynamic stress  max,
N

aero o
TT

M
d

I
   0 

 

[Good points were raised in (a), with full marks given when most of the points listed above were 

discussed. The rainflow analysis was generally done well. The scaling analysis tended to be done by 

deriving equations in full, rather than inspecting the governing equations to identify which parameters 

scaled with L and which parameters did not vary.]  
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7 (c) 

 

(i) 40GW installed per year, at 0.012 kg/kW = 480 tonnes Nd/year. 

Total annual production is 20,020 tonnes/year. Wind turbines consume approximately 2.4% of world 

production. 

 

(ii) Materials are classified as 'critical' if access to them could be limited (e.g. by monopoly of supply), 

and they are essential for national security or important economically. 

 

China produces 97% of Nd globally, so the USA and EU are dependent on China for supplies of 

this element for wind turbine magnets. Without Chinese supplies wind turbines would consume almost 

all of the capacity of the rest of the world, so the consumption of Nd is critical. Note that this material 

would also be used in many other applications too, compounding the problem.  

 

(iii) Total production capacity of CFRP is 104,600 tonnes/yr, so current global production is 45% of this 

= 46,500 tonnes/yr. Wind turbine consumption of 6,700 tonnes CFRP/year is therefore 14% of the total. 

 

CFRP consumes a much higher percentage of world supply than Nd. But the strategic concerns for the 

USA and EU are much lower, since Japan, the USA and the EU control 70% of global supply. Moreover 

there is a capacity for growth and indeed capacity for this material can be increased since it does not rely 

on a rare raw material.  

 

 

[Most candidates succeeded with (a) parts (i) and (ii), although with the usual mistakes of mixing up 

poles and pole-pairs caused errors in the generator speed and hence gearbox ratio. Plenty of good answer 

to part (b), the main problem being candidates ignoring the torque-slip equation simplification and 

subsequently ending up in a tangle of algebra when estimating the slip. In (c) general comments were 

good but often not adequately supported by using the numbers given in the question.] 
 

 

Q8 (a) Lift - initially flow is smooth over the aerofoil and lift is approximately proportional to the angle 

of attack with small CD. Then separation occurs with a sharp drop in CL and a corresponding increase in 

CD.  

 

 

 

[This question was answered well by many who remembered that the lift and drag force on an aerofoil 

are defined to be perpendicular and parallel, respectively, to the incident wind direction.  Since the 

turbine is initially stationary only the lift force produces torque and the angle of attack is simply 

 = 90° - . Unfortunately a significant number of candidates who attempted the question defined their 

lift and drag forces incorrectly to be aligned to the chord line.] 
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Q.12   

  

(a) UV exposure is the current lithography standard used in industry to achieve 

nanometer scale gate lengths in MOSFETs – it provides high throughput and whole 

wafer exposure using a step-and-repeat process. For example, the spectrum from a 

typical mercury UV lamp source shows the strongest emission at a wavelength of 365 

nm. The practical limit in UV lithography is diffraction at the edges of the mask used. 

 

On the other hand, E-beam lithography provides smaller feature sizes but is an 

expensive process. Exposure is by serial means using an e-beam focused to a small 

spot of typical diameter of 100 nm. The desired pattern is traced using a raster or 

vector scan, hence, low throughput. For example, for a 30 keV source, the wavelength 

is h/(2mE)1/2 = 7 x 10-12 m. The practical limit in e-beam lithography is not the 

diffraction limit to the spot because the wavelength is so small but the scattering of 

secondary electrons, which expose the resist. 

 

(b) Diffraction effects limit the imaging characteristics of the optical system. The 

resolution is roughly 0.5(/NA) where NA is the numerical aperture of the projection 

optics and  the wavelength. For a 200 nm source, 100 ~ 0.5x200/NA and NA = 1. 

 

(c)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(d) Volume of 1 mole of Si = Si mol wt/Si density = 28.09/2.33 = 12.06 cm3/mol. 

Volume of 1 mole of SiO2 = 60.08/2.27 = 26.46 cm3/mol 

 thickness of Si area/thickness of SiO2 area = 12.06/26.46 = 0.45 

Hence if the required oxide thickness t is reduced by 0.45t, then the overall total 

thickness will be increased by (1-0.45)t = 0.55t. 

For 40nm of oxide  0.45x40nm = 18nm of Si consumed 

New Si thickness = (475-0.018) microns = 474.982 microns 

New total thickness = 475+(0.55x0.040) = 475.022 microns 

 



(e) New materials augmenting (i.e. layered on top of the SiO2) include high dielectric 

constant (i.e. high-k) insulators such as hafnium oxide, zirconium oxide, tantalum 

oxide, etc. 

 

Examiner’s comments: This was the least popular question. It related to 

semiconductor manufacturing and the quintessential lithography steps and its 

possible evolution for scaling of transistor sizes. This question may have not been 

popular, as some parts were not covered in past exams. However similar questions 

were covered in the examples sheet. 
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(b)  

For a rod of radius r, and length L, then  

charge enclosed = N.e..r2.L 

total electric flux through its surface = 2..r.L..E 

so       2..r..E = N.e..r2.L     OR       2..E = N.e.r 

To get gate turn-off voltage,  

integrate E = N.e.r/(2.) over dr to give   V = –N.e.r2/(4.) 

 

(c)  

Substitute in quantities,   V = 1025 x 1.6.10-19 x (10-8)2/(4x 12 x 8.8.10-12) = 0.379 V. 

The value is small, because of scaled down dimensions. 

 



Examiner’s comments: This question was reasonably well answered, although the 

students found the last two parts of the question quite challenging. Here they were 

asked the operating principles of depletion mode field effect transistors and to come 

up with an approximate expression for the gate voltage for turn-off in a silicon 

nanowire depletion mode transistor.  

 

 

 

Q.14   (a) 
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Velocity remains constant (and independent of E) after a certain critical E due to 

energy loss by scattering – at high velocities, time between collision is so short that 

carriers don’t reach higher velocity. 

 

(b) v = .E = .V/L,    transit time  = L/v.   so  = L2/.V or L2 = t..V 

substituting, L2  = 10-5 x 18x10-4 x 0.2 = 36x10-10,  so gate length L = 6x10-5 m. 

 

(c) electric field E = 0.2/ 6x10-5 = 3.33 x103 V/m,  carrier velocity v =E. = 6 m/s. 

 

(d) L = 6x10-5 m, so W = 300x10-5 m.  (W/L = 50) 

channel height h = (I.)/(W.L.N.e) = (10-3 x 10-5) / (300x6x10-10x1026 x 1.6x10-19) = 

3.47x10-9 m. 

number of layers = 3.47 / 0.336 = 10.33 11. 

 

This was a very popular question and was also the best answered with quite a number 

of students obtaining very high marks.  It was a multi-part question on carrier 

transport in semiconductors. It also involved calculations on channel geometrical 

properties such as channel length and channel layers. Most of the equations required 

were either derived or on the data sheet.  
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Crib 

21 (a)  What is the maximum length of time for which a U.K. patent can be  

granted? 

           [1] 

20 years 

 

(b)  Describe the three tests that an invention must satisfy in order for it to 

be considered patentable. 

[4] 

1. it must be novel; 

2. involve an inventive step: i.e. not be obvious to someone in the light of 

what has been done before (the ‘prior art’); 

3. have a practical application: be capable of being made or used in 

some kind of industry; and 

(there are also issues of exclusion that need to be considered (e.g. 

scientific theory or mathematical method, method of doing business, 

perpetual motion machine) 

 

(c) A team of students is planning to commercialise a new tracking 

technology that helps managers locate key items of equipment in hospitals, 

factories and airports. The technology combines small, low-cost wireless tags 

with software based upon a novel algorithm.  The technology is going to be 

marketed using the name ‘AssetTracker’. 

 (i) Discuss the Intellectual Property (IP) issues that the team will 

need to consider when they commercialise this technology. 

 (ii) Discuss the possible business models that could be used to 

commercialise this technology. 

[20] 

 

 (i) There are numerous issues that would need to be considered, 

including: 

Who owns the IP? The team will need to decide who actually owns the technology – 

will all members of the team own the IP equally? What happens if they form a 

business to commercialise this and one member of the team leaves? 

What form of IP applies here? Answers should consider: the software, the hardware 

and the brand.  Software: would be protected under copyright and could, in the code 

is embedded within a system, be considered patentable in some circumstances (more 

likely if a US Patent is applied for.) Hardware:  if the functionality of the tag passes 

the four patentability tests, then patenting should be considered. If so, they would 

need to consider the trade offs between cost and benefit of worldwide coverage. The 



design of the tag might be protectable via Design Rights. Brand: The name of the 

technology is quite descriptive, so the team would need to take advice on whether the 

name could be trademarked.   

What will influence the choice of IP strategy?  There are strong links between the 

resources available to the firm (e.g. investment, partnerships, etc), the strategy of the 

firm, the business model(s) they could consider using, and the choice of IP strategy.   

Post exam comment: Weaker answers (a) just talked about patents and the 

patenting process and /or (b) didn’t discuss the factors that are likely to affect the 

choice of IP strategies. 

 (ii)   

The basic options available to the ‘AssetTracker’ team – and the relative merits/costs 

for each option – are as follows: 

Sell the idea to someone else 

Pros = A quick route to cash, no responsibility for building the business / achieving 

success, no further funding needed/capital investment. 

Cons = Only get a small % of potential value, need to find someone to buy the idea. 

Licence/leasing the idea to someone else 

Pros = Get the cash quite fast,  little responsibility for building the business/achieving 

success, little further funding /capital investment needed. 

Cons = Get relatively small % of value, need to find and manage licensees. 

Form partnership with someone else 

Pros = Use experience and resources of another business, increased speed to market, 

shared responsibility for building the business/achieving success, shared risk, 

reduced level of investment/capital. 

Cons = Share the value with other people / organisations, need to work with (and 

‘get-on with’) other people / organisations. 

Do it all yourself  

Pros = You get ‘all’ the value generated, and are (in theory) in full control of what 

happens. 

Cons = You need to raise all the investment/capital, entrepreneur takes responsibility 

for all that goes wrong, you have to work within the limits of the resources you can 

access. 

Sell a product: Pros = Increase revenue with higher volumes; Con = Need to 

develop, make, distribute, support, etc. 

Sell a service: Pro = No manufacturing costs; Con = Can be hard to scale up the 

business (in many cases can only grow through recruiting and training lots of 

people). 

Sell a product plus services: Pro = Long-term revenues on the back of the sale of 

each product, Con = Need infrastructure to provide services. 

For this particular project, the example application areas given in the question 

(hospitals, factories, airports) provide some hints for structuring the discussion of the 

options available. For example, you could discuss the relative merits of delivering this 



technology in an airport through a product + service business model, and could then 

discuss some of the challenges of deploying this when the team are so inexperienced.  

Post exam comment: Weaker answers just listed the options without commenting on 

their relative strengths and weaknesses in this context (i.e. inexperienced team, 

technology deployment would be complicated with multiple stakeholders, etc)., 

Stronger answers drew on the hints in the question and used these to structure a 

balanced discussion of different options. 

 

 

22 (a) Explain what is meant by: 

  (i) functional decomposition; 

Consider the transformations that are needed to achieve the desired outputs; consider 

the functions within the system (or ‘Black Box’) that are needed to achieve these 

functions. 

 

  (ii) product specification.  

[6] 

A statement describing in detail what the product has to do. A good specification 

should be qualified and quantified, deal with the whole design mix, use visual (system 

pictures, module pictures, etc) and written information, avoid trivia, put the designer 

in the position of the user, etc.  



 

 

Post exam comment: There were some very waffly answers to this part of the 

question. Stronger answers were those that drew a simple picture / table for each, 

thus demonstrating a basic understanding of what each means, and the differences 

between them 

 

 

(b)  Describe the different types of prototyping and the role each type can 

play in the design process. 

[10] 

There are a wide range of different roles applicable at different stages of the 

design process, and each role can be achieved with different types of prototype. This 

table summarises the key points: 

 



(c) Discuss the links between the design of a product and the design of the 

manufacturing process for making that product.  

[9] 

The two are strongly linked (as shown in the figure below).  

 

The output of the product design process should provide clear guidance on the 

design of the manufacturing operations.  However, this is not a one-way 

process:  during the product design process, consideration has to be given to 

the way in which the product could be made (which also links to consideration 

of the business model design).  

Key issues include: 

• How many components were necessary? 

• How would the components be joined? 

• What shape of component was easy/difficult to manufacture and by 

what process? 

• Are automated or manual processes best for each component, and for 

assembly;  

• What skills are required for each possible manufacturing process? Are 

these available to the your firm? 

• What raw materials / sub-assemblies are required? Are these available 

to your firm? 

• How close is your customer / end user? Will you need to establish a 

long supply chain? 

These issues are all related to the design of the product, and also depend on it.  

The choice of materials, component shapes, components and the processes 

required to join them are coupled.    

What this question hints at is a 

demonstration of awareness of the 

possible manufacturing processes (as 

shown here) and how the design of 

the product itself naturally 

constrains the choice of process (to 

some degree).  

 

 

Product/Service 

design 
Process design 

Decisions on product design affect 

the process and vice versa 

Supply Chain 

Balancing 
Supply & 
Demand 

Process 
Technology 

Job design 

Projects. 

§ Building or road construction  

§ Shipbuilding. 

§ Open-heart surgery. 

§ High-class restaurant 

Requires project management 

“Job shop”: 

§ Machining shop 

§  Art gallery. 

§ General hospital. 

Skills co-located, but products follow 

unique routes.  Most flexible option, but 

leads to complex flow - difficult to have 

visible processes 
Batch production: 

§ Writing instruments - (e.g. pencils, 

markers, OHPs). 

§ Bosch at Stowmarket 

§ Lunch products in a supermarket. 

Attempt to gain benefits of product layout 

without loss of flexibility 

Mass Production:  

§ Automobile assembly  

§ self service cafeteria 

(almost all variants require same 

processing steps) Requires: line 

balancing, dedicated equipment 

high reliability, co-ordinated response to 

errors; high initial investment. With thanks to Julian Allwood 



Post exam comment: Some of the best answers used the examples used in the 

lectures to show how these two things are linked:  Millau Viaduct, Smartphone, and 

A380. 

 

 

23 (a) Describe what is meant by: 

  (i) technology push; and 

  (ii) market pull. 

Give four examples each for (i) and (ii). 

[6] 

Many inventions arise from the realisation that ‘we can do it’ = technology push. 

Possible examples could include: 

1.  The Post-It note arose by accident 

2.  The DVD player arose by analogy and the Dyson was a transfer of an 

existing industrial technology to a new domestic applications 

3.  The domestic breadmaker arose from a structured search for new kitchen 

appliances 

4.  The ‘inerter’ arose due to a gap in an existing map of possibilities 

5.  New materials allowed the hair dryer to move from an expensive metal body 

to a cheaper plastic body. 

 The difficulty of inventions of this type is that they may reflect the inventors belief 

that “this ought to be useful” rather than a group of customers’ statement that “we 

want that.”  So an alternative source of inventions is driven by customers = market 

pull. Possible examples could include: 

1.  The ‘aural’ thermometer for babies arose from the difficult experience of 

using conventional mercury thermometers measuring babies temperatures 

with 

2.  The chopper bicycle arose from modifications to existing bikes by enthusiastic 

users 

3.  Fridges and washing machines are now sold as fashion items as the kitchen 

has become the main entertaining room 

4.  The ink-jet printing industry around Cambridge has grown due to legislation 

on sell-by dates for food 

5.  The model-T Ford was successful because Ford found ways that by making 

cars cheaper he could turn a luxury product into a common one 

  

 

(b) Compare, using examples, the relative benefits of using business 

models based on: 

  (i) licensing of IP;  

  (ii) manufacturing and selling a product; and 



  (iii) selling a service. 

[9] 

(i)  Licensing of IP 

Pros = Get the cash quite fast,  little responsibility for building the business/achieving 

success, little further funding /capital investment needed.  Cons = Get relatively small 

% of value, need to find and manage licensees. 

Examples = ARM (IP for semiconductors; Microsoft and Windows; Pilkington and 

the float glass process). 

(ii) Manufacturing and selling a product 

Pros = Increase revenue with higher volumes, focus on single, repeatable activity, 

costs required can make barriers to prevent others entering the market; Cons = Need 

to develop, make, distribute, support; high capital costs (unless outsource 

manufacturing – but then have problems of managing contract manufacturers), 

rigidity of operations. 

Examples: Ford, Toyota, Boeing, Airbus, Apple, etc. 

(iii) selling a service 

Pros = No manufacturing costs – hence lower capital requirements to get started, 

easy to launch, flexible – easy to pivot (in some cases); Cons = Can be hard to scale 

up the business (in many cases can only grow through recruiting and training lots of 

people), how to cope with peaks and troughs in demand, how to deal with low 

barriers to entry. 

 Examples: McKinsey, Uber, AirBnB, Expedia. 

  

Post exam comment: The section of the question that stated the phrase ‘using 

examples’ was ignored by many students.   

 

 

(c) Compare the challenges of managing innovation in a small start-up 

company with those of managing innovation in a large, long-established firm. 

[10] 

To set the scene, start by characterising the differences between the two types of 

companies (see table below).   

   Start-up company  Established company 

 Processes  Informal; ad hoc; rapid  Formal processes; slow 

paced (e.g., design 

review; document control 

 Systems  Few  Many systems, tried and 

tested (e.g., technical 

database, financial 



systems) 

 Activities  Heroic individual efforts; 

chaotic; initiative based 

 Cross-functional teams; 

managed tasks; delegated 

authority; coherence 

 People  Many creator / innovator 

types; role flexibility 

 Managed balance 

between types; clear job 

descriptions 

 Management style  Hands-on, informal; bold 

decisions taken on 

incomplete information 

 Delegated, professional 

style; risk assessment; 

staff development 

 Communication 

and 

documentation 

 High dependence on 

verbal communication 

and memory; ‘everyone 

knows everything’ 

 Greater use of written 

communication; 

controlled dissemination; 

‘need to know’ 

 Market 

information 

 From intuition, insights 

and belief; reliance on 

feedback from small 

sample of (potential) 

customers 

 From experience and 

market research; 

statistical sampling of 

customer needs and price 

sensitivity 

 Competitors and 

IPR 

 Limited competitor 

awareness; limited IPR 

protection 

 Very aware of 

competitors; careful and 

strategic use of IPR. 

Then, answers should consider the ways in which these two different contexts 

stimulate or constrain different types of innovation (radical, incremental, disruptive 

were covered in the lecture course).  

Start-up:  by having few resources and limited ‘path dependencies’, start-ups can be 

viewed as being better able to take on risks, and hence are in a better position than 

large firms to deliver innovations that are radically new and/or disruptive to the 

market. However, small firms face the ‘liability of newness’ – why would anyone 

invest or buy from a firm that they have never heard of, that has no track record? As a 

result, it can be hard for new firms to access the resources they need to grow the 

market. They can get stuck in a loop: they need customers to show that the idea is 

good and worth investing in, but they can’t get investment because they haven’t got 

any customers.   

Large firms: firms with long histories and substantial assets typically find it difficult 

to change.  This is due to inertia – the analogy with a supertanker is very apt: large 

firms tend to be very good at what they are currently doing – they have optimised all 

their systems and processes for their current markets and, due to their scale, can do 

this very efficiently. When the market changes, or new technologies come along, it is 

very difficult for them to change – in the same way that it is difficult for a supertanker 

to change direction quickly. As a result, large firms tend to focus on incremental 



innovations – small, low risk changes that do not require major disruptions to current 

operations.   Large firms will also typically have a wide range of stakeholders, all 

who will have to ‘buy-in’ to any major changes. Such stakeholders include suppliers, 

investors, current employees, etc. These stakeholders will need to see a clear ‘upside’ 

to any changes or they will not support them.  But change often requires short term 

discomfort (having to learn new things, having to accept smaller dividends on shares, 

etc) in order to reap longer term reward. The ‘Pentathlon’ model shown in the 

lectures provided a great structure around which discussion of large company 

innovation could take place: 

 

To overcome the inherent weaknesses in both types of firm, and enable them each to 

play to their strengths, one option is for start-ups and large firms to collaborate. This 

strategy of ‘open innovation’ is not without its own challenges but has become 

increasingly popular. You could then describe some of the challenges of getting start-

ups and large firms to work together. 

 

Post exam comment: Some students chose to just write about the differences 

between small and large firms. This was part of the required answer, which also 

needed a demonstration of how innovation works in these differing contexts.    
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